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Abstract  Between 1941 and 1945, the Nationalist government supervised a 
program that trained more than 3,300 male college students and recent graduates 
to serve as interpreters for the US military in the China-Burma-India (CBI) 
Theater. These interpreters made the Sino-US alliance a reality by enabling 
American servicemen to communicate with other Chinese. But despite the 
program’s operational success, interpreters suffered from intractable morale 
problems. Interpreters began their service with lofty expectations. Senior officials 
and intellectuals encouraged them to see themselves as central figures in China’s 
struggle for national rejuvenation. They would uplift the country by convincing 
American servicemen to see Chinese as equals and by introducing American 
technology, traits, and habits to the Chinese Army. It all sounded glorious to cadets 
undergoing training, but actual interpreter service proved bitterly disappointing to 
most young men. They found their monotonous duties unworthy of their position. 
The Nationalist government, for its part, lacked the capacity to keep them clothed, 
paid, and fed. Their own compatriots—soldiers and civilians alike—regarded them 
with suspicion. Most frustrating of all, American soldiers refused to treat them as 
equals. By examining interpreter morale problems in China from 1941 to 1945, 
this article enriches our understanding of wartime interpreting, China in a global 
World War II, and sources of friction in the Sino-US alliance. 
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On March 19, 1945 a man calling himself Interpreting Officer Wang published an  
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op-ed in the Da gong bao, wartime China’s newspaper of record.1 He described 
life as an interpreter for American servicemen in the China-Burma-India (CBI) 
Theater. Wang was one of nearly 1,800 young Chinese men, mostly 
upperclassmen from China’s best universities, who had volunteered or been 
drafted to serve as interpreters.2 They made the Sino-US alliance a reality by 
enabling American soldiers to communicate with other Chinese. “Without 
interpreters,” wrote Colonel John Middleton, who directed American-run 
infantry training programs for the Chinese Army in Yunnan, “the American 
mission in China will be most difficult to accomplish.”3 Yet according to Wang, 
interpreters found little, if any, satisfaction with their work. Most spent their days 
performing menial tasks, serving as “little more than office boys to the foreigners.” 
Many others, he alleged, had nothing to do at all. The entire interpreter program, 
Wang concluded, “can be summed up in the phrase ‘a waste of manpower.’”4  

The Da gong bao published Wang’s op-ed just as the Foreign Affairs Bureau 
(FAB) of China’s National Military Council (軍事委員會外事局), which had 
supervised the interpreter program since the fall of 1943, was carrying out a major 
recruitment drive. The Nationalist government still believed that US forces 
planned to conduct large-scale landings on the Chinese coast and joint ground 
offensives with the Chinese Army further inland. These operations would require 
thousands of new interpreters. If Wang’s message were to resonate on China’s 
college campuses, it could undermine recruitment and jeopardize military plans, 
potentially prolonging the war. Chinese authorities tried to contain the fallout by 
discrediting Wang and stressing the ongoing importance of interpreting work. 
Zhou Mingheng, the FAB branch director in India, where Wang served, dismissed 
him as a rabble rouser.5 Major General He Haoruo, who oversaw the entire 
interpreter program as FAB director, lashed out at Wang in Chongqing during a 

                                                               
1 On the Da gong bao, see Lloyd Eastman, “Nationalist China during the Sino-Japanese War,” 
142, and Parks M. Coble, China’s War Reporters: The Legacy of Resistance against Japan, 24, 
27. 
2 Graduate Table to March 1945; Record Group 493 (Records of the China-Burma-India 
Theater, hereafter RG 493), UD-UP 300, Box 653, Schools and Background, National 
Archives and Records Administration, Archives II, College Park, MD, USA [hereafter NARA].  
3 Headquarters, Chinese Training Center (CTC), Subject: Interpreters, March 1, 1945, RG 493, 
UD-UP 297, Box 645, Interpreters Pool CTC, NARA.  
4 Wang fanyiguan, “Lun ‘fanyiguan,’” 1. Unlike most interpreters, Wang did not attend the 
training program.  
5 India Office, FAB, Subject: Comment on the Article “On Interpreter-Officers,” April 26, 
1945, RG 493, UD-UP 215, Box 5, Interpreters, NARA. 
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March 30 press conference.6 In Chengdu, Sichuan Education Commissioner Guo 
Yushou conceded to new recruits that Wang had a point since “all war is a waste 
of manpower.” However, Guo still urged these young men to do their duty, 
warning that success or failure on the battlefield still depended upon interpreters.7  

The interpreter program’s problems, however, went far beyond Wang. 
Interpreter morale further deteriorated over the next few months, even after the 
military situation improved. Disputes between GIs and interpreters, some of them 
violent, became a regular occurrence. Interpreters also began staging strikes at US 
and Chinese military installations around the country, interrupting training 
programs for Chinese troops. On May 12, seventy-nine interpreters at the US 
Army’s Kunming Field Artillery Training Center, the largest American-operated 
training facility in China, walked off the job.8 Meanwhile, despite Chongqing’s 
efforts to crack down on the press after Wang’s op-ed appeared, another 
disgruntled interpreter published a damning account of the program in late June, 
this time on the pages of a Guiyang newspaper.9 These incidents, along with the 
ongoing recruitment shortfall, led authorities to send a joint Sino-American team 
into the field to investigate. They traveled to three provinces and spoke with 
hundreds of interpreters. “Almost without exception,” lead investigator Perry 
Hanson wrote in his final report on August 8, “the men were disillusioned about 
their work and offered numerous complaints.”10  

This article argues that interpreters’ morale problems stemmed from the gulf 
between the lofty expectations built up during their training program and the 
disappointing realities of actual interpreter service. Interpreter training center staff, 
program administrators, and other officials inculcated upon the minds of young 
recruits a vision that emphasized the interpreter’s special role in sweeping away 
national humiliation. Yes, interpreters would enable Chinese and American 
soldiers to communicate, but more importantly they would aid China’s search for 
wealth and power by introducing American values, technology, traits and habits to 
                                                               
6 “He Haoruo juzhang tan: jun zhong yiyuan jiwei deli” (Bureau Director He Haoruo: Military 
interpreters are highly capable), Da gong bao, March 31, 1945. 
7 “The Two-Fold Mission of the Interpreting Officer,” RG 493, UD-UP 300, Box 653, 
Chongqing-Chengdu Trip, NARA. 
8 Junshi weiyuanhui waishiju Kunming banshi chu 34 nian 5 yuefen yiguan chengfa biao, RG 
493, UD-UP 296, Box 644, Correspondence File 1945, NARA; Second Historical Archives of 
China, Nanjing (hereafter SHA) 763-58, Huang Deji cheng He Haoruo dian, May 14, 1945.  
9 HQ SOS, Base Section No. 3, Subject: Interpreting Officer Complaint, June 28, 1945, RG 
493, UD-UP 296, Box 643, Correspondence (August to September 1945), NARA. 
10 Perry Hanson to Frank Price, August 8, 1945, RG 493, UD-UP 299, Box 651, TIAO 
Section 1945–1946, NARA.  
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the Chinese Army. They would also convince Americans that Chinese deserved to 
be treated as equals. As Chiang Kai-shek himself told a class of newly minted 
interpreters at an April 1945 graduation ceremony, “henceforth we rely on you to 
raise the status of our country.”11 As interpreters were led to believe, they would 
play a central role in ending humiliation at the hands of foreigners and bringing 
about national rejuvenation, the chief goal of Chinese reformers and 
revolutionaries since the late Qing dynasty.12 Yet once interpreters began their 
service, they found their work boring, their government without the capacity to 
make good on the grandiose promises it had made to them, their compatriots 
distrustful and unimpressed, and their allies unwilling to treat them as equals. 
Rejuvenation proved elusive. 

The twenty-first century American wars in Iraq and Afghanistan have stimulated 
scholarly interest in wartime translating and interpreting, but little has been 
published outside China about the country’s Second World War interpreter 
program.13 Mainland Chinese scholars have undertaken pioneering work tracing 
the origins and course of the program while demonstrating that interpreters made 
invaluable contributions to the war effort.14 Yet their scholarship, despite its 
importance in providing an overview of the program, remains problematic. Most 
authors neglect English-language sources. They also tend to overstate interpreters’ 
patriotism and enthusiasm for their work. As a result, much of their analysis falls 
into what Parks M. Coble calls the “patriotic nationalist narrative”: a tendency 
                                                               
11 Chiang Kai-shek, “Jundui yiyuan de shiming,” 56–60.  
12 On national rejuvenation and humiliation, see Mingwei Song, Young China: National 
Rejuvenation and the Bildungsroman, 1900–1959; William A. Callahan, “National Insecurities: 
Humiliation, Salvation, and Chinese Nationalism,” 199–218; Suisheng Zhao, “Chinese 
Nationalism and Its International Orientations,” 4–5.  
13 A few studies mention interpreters in passing, see Marc Gallicchio, “The Other China Hands: 
US Army Officers and America’s Failure in China, 1941–1950,” 57; Charles Romanus and 
Riley Sunderland, Stilwell’s Mission to China, 219–20, 294; Charles Romanus and Riley 
Sunderland, Time Runs Out in CBI, 374–75, 377–78; James M. Ehrman, “Ways of War and 
the American Experience in the China-Burma-India Theater, 1942–1945,” 327–28; Kristopher 
Erksine, “Frank W. Price, 1895–1974: The Role of an American Missionary in Sino-US 
Relations,” 465–68, 473–89.  
14 Luo Tian’s and Tang Xinyi’s work are the most valuable studies. See Luo Tian, “Dian-Mian 
zhanyi zhong de junshi fanyi,” 223–49; and Tang Xinyu, “KangRi zhanzheng shiqi Zhong-Mei 
hezuo yu jiaoliu zhong de yishi huodong,” 129–35. See also Wen Liming, “Guanyu Xinan 
lianhe daxue zhanshi congjun yundong de kaocha,” 5–18; Zuo Ping, “Kangzhan shiqi mengjun 
zhong de Zhongguo yiyuan,” 167–72; and Luo Tian, “Kangzhan shiqi Chongqing de junshi 
kouyi huodong,” 280–97. 
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among scholars of the War of Resistance to emphasize China’s heroic role in the 
conflict while ignoring nuance and glossing over the country’s failures.15 The 
most important Chinese-language account, written by the Taiwanese scholar Wu 
Su-feng, focuses on how Chiang Kai-shek understood the role of interpreters and 
worked with other officials to manage the program. And while Wu touches on 
administrative shortcomings and FAB corruption, she is more concerned with high 
politics than the perspectives of individual interpreters.16 Meanwhile, the one 
English-language monograph on wartime Chinese interpreters, a valuable account 
by the translation studies scholar Ting Guo, does not address morale problems or 
explore how the interpreter program fit into nationalist visions for strengthening 
the country and reshaping American perceptions of China.17  

Political correctness has also shaped scholarship in the United States, where 
much of the work on the alliance has been caught up in Cold War wrangling over 
the question of “Who lost China?” China’s interpreters have also been forgotten in 
the United States because many of the sources are in Chinese, because interpreting 
work seems so pedestrian as to not warrant a closer look, and because interpreters 
operated below the level of the colorful figures and military exploits that drive 
most English-language accounts of the CBI Theater.  

Yet as this article shows, accessing the lives of Wang and his fellow interpreters 
yields a more dynamic understanding of the history of World War II in China. 
Their story reveals the challenges government agencies and universities faced in 
working together to contribute to the Sino-US alliance. It undermines patriotic 
myths by tracing the tensions between interpreters and other Chinese 
groups—government officials, workers at the Chinese government-run hostels for 
the US military, soldiers, and civilians. Most importantly, it shows how conflicting 
Chinese and American visions about interpreters’ role in the alliance shaped the 
ways in which interpreters and GIs understood their encounters with one another, 
fueling a corrosive combination of American arrogance and Chinese 
hypersensitivity that poisoned Sino-American relations more broadly. And finally, 
this study illustrates that many of the challenges Chinese interpreters confronted 
during World War II would have been familiar to wartime interpreters across time 
and space, from the first Opium War to the American wars in Iraq and 
Afghanistan.  

                                                               
15 Parks M. Coble, China’s War Reporters, 6.  
16 Wu Su-feng, “Kangzhan shiqi Jiang Jieshi de ‘fanyi’ renzhi ji peiyu,” 291–307.  
17 Ting Guo, Surviving in Violent Conflicts: Chinese Interpreters in the Second Sino-Japanese 
War, 1931–45. Guo does not draw from the substantial English and Chinese language records in 
NARA’s RG 493, the largest repository of documents on the interpreter program.  
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The Chinese Interpreter’s Mission 

China’s interpreter program began in June 1941, when Secretary-General of the 
Chinese National Military Council’s War Area Service Corps (WASC, 軍事委員

會戰地服務團), Major-General Huang Renlin, wrote to university administrators 
in Sichuan and Yunnan, requesting suitable candidates for training as 
Chinese-English interpreters.18 As the first group of cadets began training in 
Kunming, the men they would interpret for—the American Volunteer Group 
(AVG), the mercenary air force squadron recruited to fight for the Chinese 
government—steamed toward Rangoon aboard the MV Jagersfontein of the 
Dutch Java-Pacific Line.19 New interpreters began work in November, just weeks 
before the AVG took to the skies above Kunming and became renowned as the 
Flying Tigers. After Pearl Harbor, Huang’s program expanded, with the FAB 
taking over administrative control in late 1943. In all, at least 3,300 cadets 
graduated from WASC and FAB-run training programs over the course of the war 
and served as interpreters alongside US forces.20 
                                                               
18 Chongqing Municipal Archives [hereafter CQA] 120-1-181, pp. 141–42, Junshi weiyuanhui 
zhandi fuwutuan zhaopin yingwen yiyuan jianze, June 25, 1941. Citations from Chinese 
municipal and provincial archives in this article follow their cataloguing conventions. Numbers 
refer to category (juanzong), catalogue (mulu), volume (juan), and page number within the juan. 
Chiang ordered Huang to begin preparations for the arrival of the American Volunteer Group 
on May 8, but did not mention interpreters. See Wu, “Kangzhan shiqi Jiang Jieshi de ‘fanyi’ 
renzhi ji peiyu,” 294.  
19 Daniel Ford, Flying Tigers: Claire Chennault and His American Volunteers, 1941–1942, 
57–58.  
20 The Chinese government operated a training center in Kunming for most of the war and 
opened a second training center in Chongqing in 1944. Other scholars estimate that the Chinese 
government trained as many as 4,000 to 5,000 interpreters. The discrepancy between my figures 
and their figures stems from several sources: the US Army refused to work with nearly 600 
interpreters trained by the Chinese government in Chongqing in early 1944 because of their 
poor English skills. So while these men were trained to interpret, they never actually worked as 
interpreters. Other interpreters began work before they finished training or began interpreter 
service without training at all. See Office of Interpreter Affairs, Interpreting Officers with United 
States Forces in China Theater, April 1, 1945, RG 493, UD-UP 300, Box 615, Interpreting 
Officers 1945, NARA; Junshi weiyuanhui yiyuan xunlian weiyuanhui diwuci changhui jilu, 
June 29, 1945, RG 493, UD-UP 297, Box 646, Minutes of Meetings, NARA; “Disanqi yiyuan 
biye dianli”; Yunnan Provincial Archives, Kunming [hereafter YPA] 1032-1-30, Junshi 
weiyuanhui yiyuan xunlianban Xinan lianhe daxue biyeyuan mingdan, undated. For secondary 
sources, see Zuo, “Kangzhan shiqi,” 168; Luo, “Kangzhan shiqi,” 289; Luo, “Dian-Mian 
zhanyi,” 232; Yang Yuxiang, ed., Erzhan Zhong-Yin-Mian zhanchang Zhongguo yiyuan, 4–5, 
Wu, “Kangzhan shiqi Jiang Jieshi de ‘yiyuan’ renzhi ji peiyu,” 302.  
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From Chinese perspectives, the interpreter’s mission was inextricably bound up 
with the country’s nation-building project. Ma Yuehan, the training program’s 
physical education director, supervised intensive calisthenics drills while warning 
cadets “not to show weakness in front of the Americans.” Interpreters, he said, 
“had to throw off the ‘sick man of East Asia’ hat by walking with their heads held 
high and their chests thrust forward.”21 Ma’s admonition drew on China’s physical 
culture (tiyu 體育 ) discourse, which attributed humiliation at the hands of 
foreigners to the physical weakness of the Chinese people.22 “The sick man of East 
Asia,” a term that originated with Western criticisms of the Qing government 
following the First Sino-Japanese War (1894–95), became a powerful symbol for 
intellectuals who believed that physical education reforms could transform China 
into a modern nation-state.23 Chiang Kai-shek channeled this discourse during a 
1941 meeting of the Three Principles of the People Youth League, the 
Guomindang’s national youth organization. The Japanese despised China, Chiang 
said, “because they look down on the physical weakness of the Chinese people.” If 
Chinese youth made physical education a priority over the next few decades, 
Chiang argued, “we will wipe away the shame of the ‘sick man of East Asia’!”24 
For interpreters, then, physical fitness meant more than simply possessing the 
strength and stamina necessary for work as military interpreters. Their healthy 
bodies would show GIs that China was a strong nation that deserved respect.  

The idea that making a positive impression on American soldiers would garner 
respect for China also shaped the program’s emphasis on hygiene and etiquette. 
Madeline Hsu has shown how many Chinese who attended college in the United 
States felt responsible for improving American impressions of China.25 Andrew 
Rotter’s work, meanwhile, demonstrates how the colonial Filipino elite believed 
that Americans would view the Philippines as a civilized society only if it had 
adhered to and reproduced American values and norms.26 Both trends were 

                                                               
21 Guo Guanqiu, “Liangci zhengdiao zai Meijun zhaodaisuo,” in Xinan lianda 1944 ji bian, 
Guoli xinan lianhe daxue babai xuezi congjun huiyi, 19 (hereafter BBXZ).  
22  See Lu Zhouxiang, “Sport, Nationalism, and the Building of the Modern Chinese 
Nation-State (1912–1949),” 1033–36; Andrew D. Morris, Marrow of the Nation: A History of 
Sport and Physical Culture in Republican China, 12, 42–44, 100–106.  
23  Morris, Marrow of the Nation, 3; Yang Jui-sung, “Xiangxiang minzu chiru: Jindai 
Zhongguo sixiang wenhua de ‘Dongya bingfu,’” 1–42.  
24 Chengdu tiyu xueyuan tiyushi yanjiusuo Zhongguo jindai tiyushi ziliao, 420–31.  
25 Madeline Y. Hsu, The Good Immigrants: How the Yellow Peril Became the Model 
Minority, 58.  
26 Andrew Rotter, “Empires of the Senses: How Seeing, Hearing, Smelling, Tasting, and 
Touching Shaped Imperial Encounters,” 15.  
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evident at the training program. Most instructors had graduated from American 
universities, and they consistently urged cadets to avoid appearing “uncivilized.” 
Springfield College alum Ma Yuehan urged them to eat well, wash their hands, 
and brush their teeth. Huang Renlin, who had degrees from Columbia and 
Vanderbilt, stressed the importance of a firm handshake, punctuality, and proper 
table manners.27 If interpreters adhered to these American middle class standards of 
hygiene and etiquette, it would strengthen their case for showing that Chinese 
deserved equal treatment.  

The Chinese government gave interpreters honorary officer rank and the title 
fanyiguan 翻譯官, meaning “interpreting officer,” in another effort to convince 
Americans to see interpreters as equals.28  Huang Shang, an interpreter who 
published a book about his experiences in 1946, wrote that the title “interpreting 
officer” lacked the negative connotations associated with other terms used to 
describe interpreters in China. The words fanyi 翻譯, meaning “interpreter,” or 
tongshi 通事, meaning “linguist,” both implied being subordinate to foreigners.29 
By combining fanyi, the word for interpreter, and guan 官, the character for 
officer, this title placed interpreters on the level of Chinese and American military 
officers. To emphasize the point even further, the Chinese government assigned 
the rank of major, rather than lieutenant, as the interpreters’ minimum honorary 
officer rank.30 According to interpreter Wang Yumao, an Education Ministry 
official explained that interpreters started off at the rank of major because “major is a 
relatively high rank, so it will prevent the Americans from looking down on you.”31 

Chinese authorities also emphasized interpreters’ cultural broker role. Minister 
of military administration He Yingqin told interpreters that they “would serve as a 
bridge to unite cultural relations between China and her allies.”32  Sichuan 
Education Commissioner Guo Yushou made a similar point in Chengdu, telling a 
group of potential recruits that interpreters were responsible for helping Americans 
“see the best in Chinese life.”33 Chiang Kai-shek echoed Guo in an April 1945 

                                                               
27 Guo, “Liangci yingzheng,” BBXZ, 19. 
28 For the sake of brevity and clarity, this article will use the term interpreter rather than 
interpreting officer. “Jinhou kangzhan zhong yiyuan zeren zhongda.” 
29 Chiang, “Jundui yiyuan de shiming,” 60. 
30 Interpreters were honorary officers rather than actual officers because although they were 
subject to military discipline, they were not part of the Chinese military.  
31 Wang Demao with Wang Liexian, “Wo zuo Meijun fanyiguan de rizi,” 77.  
32 “First Batch of Interpreters Ready for Work,” Yenching News (Chengdu Edition), April 22, 
1944, RG 493, UD-UP 300, Box 653, Chunking-Chengtu Trip, NARA.  
33 Kuo Yu-shou, “The Twofold Mission of the Interpreting Officer,” undated, RG 493, 
UD-UP 300, Box 653, Chungking-Chengtu Trip, NARA. 
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speech that described “the mission of the military interpreter.” In order to 
convince American troops to respect China “and trust our military,” Chiang said, 
interpreters had to explain to them “our military’s strengths, our social customs, 
the beliefs and aspirations of our young soldiers, and the hardships we’ve endured 
during our revolution.”34 Chiang and other officials recognized that American 
soldiers might fall back on racist stereotypes to explain China’s poverty and military 
weaknesses. As cultural brokers, interpreters had to prevent this by explaining why 
China lagged behind the United States. They were also expected to teach GIs to 
appreciate traditional Chinese culture.  

Strengthening the Chinese military was another side to the cultural broker role. 
Without interpreters, Chinese troops had no way of mastering the use of modern 
American weaponry and tactics. But Chinese officials had a broader vision about 
how interpreters could improve the Army’s fighting efficiency. When Chiang 
Kai-shek told newly minted interpreters their main purpose was to serve China’s 
soldiers, he barely mentioned linguistic expertise. Instead, he underscored the need 
to introduce American work habits to Chinese troops, particularly the average GI’s 
“sense of responsibility,” something Chiang believed was lacking among his own 
men.35  In the spring of 1945, the National Military Council published an 
instruction booklet entitled How to Guide our Troops to Get Along with Allied 
Soldiers (Ruhe zhidao guanbing yu mengjun xiangchu 如何指導官兵與盟軍相處), 
which lauded the positive habits and traits of the American people and featured an 
introduction written by Chiang.36 On May 10, the first issue of Yixun xukan 譯
訊旬刊, a ten-day periodical the FAB published for interpreters, featured Chiang’s 
introduction on its front page.37 In July, He Yingqin, now commander of the 
Chinese Army, read aloud from the guide when delivering a keynote speech at an 
interpreter graduation ceremony, reminding interpreters of their duty to “do as 
much as possible to introduce [these habits and traits] to our own officers and men 
so that they can understand the importance of self-respect and self-improvement 
and also eliminate their own bad habits.”38  

The positive habits and traits interpreters were responsible for introducing to the 
Chinese Army reflected what Chiang yearned for in China, rather than anything 

                                                               
34 Chiang, “Jundui yiyuan de shiming,” 59.  
35 Ibid., 59. 
36 CQA 53-10-142, pp. 312–15.108, “Ruhe zhidao guanbing yu mengjun xiangchu,” June 18, 
1945.  
37 SHA 763-423, p. 57, “Weizuo xunling,” Yixun xunkan, May 10, 1945.  
38 “Yixunban xueyuan jieye li, He zongzhang qinlin xunhua.” On He Yingqin’s military service 
during the War of Resistance, see Peter Worthing, General He Yingqin: The Rise and Fall of 
Nationalist China, 177–239.  
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uniquely American. By endowing GIs with traits and habits that Chinese troops 
supposedly lacked, such as “straightforwardness, valuing honor, being devoted to 
one’s work . . . good hygiene, keeping one’s promises, and assisting the old and 
weak,” Chiang and other senior military commanders revealed their dim view of 
the average Chinese soldier.39 In time, Chiang’s projection of his own Confucian 
values onto American soldiers would prove to be a mismatch. But this framing of 
the interpreter’s responsibilities vis-à-vis the Chinese Army elevated the status of 
interpreters above the status of soldiers, playing to college students’ self-image as an 
elite class.  

Interpreters’ two-month training program thus provided an ambitious nationalist 
framework for understanding their wartime mission. Ever since the 1830s, Chinese 
had tended to regard compatriots who interpreted for Westerners with suspicion, 
seeing them as stooges of foreigners, or as even hanjian 漢奸, meaning traitors.40 
Now, however, interpreters had been trained to see themselves a vanguard of 
national rejuvenation. They would demonstrate China’s newfound vigor, earn 
America’s respect, strengthen the Chinese Army, and help sweep away the century 
of humiliation. Having lived under the shadow of humiliation their entire 
lives—observing national humiliation commemoration days, learning about 
foreign aggression in school, and surviving Japan’s invasion—interpreters found 
solace in this mission.41 For example, more than sixty students from Kunming’s 
Southwest Associated University (known as Lianda, the wartime agglomeration of 
Tsinghua, Peking, and Nankai Universities) volunteered for interpreter service 
after Tsinghua University President Mei Yiqi gave a rousing speech on November 
11, 1943 that emphasized interpreters’ role in ending national humiliation.42 

                                                               
39 CQA 53-10-142, pp. 312–15.108.  
40 Lawrence Wang-chi Wong, “Translators and Interpreters during the Opium War between 
Britain and China (1839–1842),” in Myriam Salama-Carr ed., Translating and Interpreting 
Conflict, 42, 51–53; Chiang, “Junshi yiyuan de shiming,” 60; Huang Shang, Guanyu Meiguo 
bing, 133, 138–39.  
41 Most interpreters fled their home provinces to escape the Japanese invasion. See Interpreting 
Officers with United States Forces in China Theater, NARA; and CQA 1010-4-204, pp. 49–55, 
Guoli Chongqing daxue, 33 nian dier xueqi yingzheng yiyuan mingce, June 26, 1944. On 
humiliation commemoration days and the emphasis on victimization in the school curriculum, 
see William A. Callahan, China: The Pessoptimist Nation, 69–76; Paul A. Cohen, 
“Remembering and Forgetting National Humiliation in Twentieth-Century China,” 11–15; 
Frank Dikotter, “Culture, ‘Race,’ and Nation: The Formation of National Identity in 
Twentieth Century China,” 590–91; Henrietta Harrison, China: Inventing the Nation, 190–91, 
198–99; Sun Xiangmei, “Minguo shiqi de guochi jinianri,” 16–19. 
42 Weng Xinjun, “Nanwang de junshi yiyuan shenghuo,” 1–3; Yang Yuxiang, ed., Erzhan 
Zhong-Yin-Mian zhanchang Zhongguo yiyuan, 3.  
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Interpreter service thus offered an exciting sense of purpose that appealed to 
students’ patriotism and intellectual ambitions, allowing them to serve the military 
by uplifting common soldiers, rather than joining them in the ranks.  

Realities of Interpreter Duty 

More often than not, interpreters’ duties turned out to be more pedestrian than 
they had been led to believe. In July 1942, Yang Xianjian, a student at Lianda, 
China’s best wartime university, volunteered after seeing a recruiting poster that 
described interpreting as “a glorious duty.” After Yang finished training in 
September, the WASC assigned him to work at an air force hostel in Lanzhou. 
Yang reached Lanzhou before any American personnel had arrived, and he spent 
another eight months there without seeing a single GI, passing the time by writing 
a pamphlet to teach hostel workers English, learning how to type, and studying 
palmistry. In July 1943, he got permission to leave. After hitching a ride on a 
charcoal-burning truck that broke down regularly, Yang spent more than a month 
on the road before arriving in Chengdu, where he contracted beriberi and spent 
another few weeks in bed. Now penniless, Yang “had to resort to selling my 
clothes and bedding in order to eat” and pleaded to Huang Renlin for a new 
assignment. The WASC sent him to the Chengdu Air Force Hostel in October, 
where he finally met an American serviceman, fifteen months after joining the 
interpreter program.43  

Admittedly, most interpreters had more contact with Americans than Yang did, 
but that did not mean their work moved closer to meeting their expectations. 
Improving the fighting efficiency of the Chinese Army might have sounded 
exciting to cadets in training. In practice, it routinely entailed long hours 
translating vehicle repair manuals or safety instructions. Working at a US 
Army-run training facility required interpreting sentence-by-sentence for 
American instructors, often enlisted men with no battlefield experience who 
simply read aloud from instruction booklets.44 China’s linguistic diversity added 
another layer of tedium. “There were so many dialects,” Lieutenant Charles Lakin 
recalled about teaching a signal communications course, that his interpreter 
“would have to have someone interpret for him, and by the time it got down to 
the end I’m not sure any of it was accurate.”45 Interpreters in the field also grew 
                                                               
43 Yang Xianjian, “Liangnian fanyi shengya lüxing guomin waijiao,” in Yang Yuxiang ed., Er 
zhan Zhong-Yin-Mian zhanchang Zhongguo yiyuan, 132–38. 
44 Hua Renjiao, “Qianxian nan shangqu, junzhong duo jianwen.” BBXZ, 120.  
45  Charles Lakin collection, AFC/2001/001/82918, Veterans History Project, Library of 
Congress, Washington DC, USA (hereafter VHP).  
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disillusioned. Perry Hanson, the Chinese-speaking American missionary who led 
the joint Sino-American investigation of interpreter morale problems during the 
summer of 1945, wrote that the average interpreter had volunteered “often with 
high and real idealism to serve his country; he imagines himself as one who is about 
to do great things at great sacrifice to himself, but he finds himself checking trucks 
in and out of a small compound hundreds of miles from the front lines.”46  

From most interpreters’ perspectives, cultural intermediary work also seemed far 
removed from national rejuvenation. In the introduction to the National Military 
Council’s How to Guide our Troops to Get Along with Allied Soldiers, Chiang 
Kai-shek described Americans as “enterprising go-getters” who “valued honor . . .  
treated women with respect,” and “served as a good model for our revolutionary 
soldiers.”47 Once they began working with GIs, interpreters discovered otherwise, 
observing widespread shirking, drunkenness, sexual harassment, and other forms of 
misconduct among the American troops with whom they worked, including 
violence against Chinese civilians.48 Even American commanders in Chongqing 
admitted that their men were poorly disciplined and prone to alcohol-fueled 
malfeasance.49 Meanwhile, interpreters and GIs rarely socialized while off duty, 
limiting the opportunity for informal discussions about Chinese culture. 
Unsurprisingly, elite Chinese aspirations that interpreters could somehow teach the 
indifferently educated and parochial mass of GIs to understand Chinese culture and 
look beyond the country’s shortcomings rarely panned out. In their memoirs, 
letters home and wartime diaries, American soldiers explained the unwelcome 
sights and smells they encountered as evidence of Chinese inferiority, exactly as 
Chiang and other Guomindang elites like Huang Renlin had feared they would.50  

Interpreters also discovered that nobody took their honorary officer rank 
seriously. Huang Shang discussed the problem in detail. While Huang was 
undergoing training, Vice Minister of Education Gu Yuxiu spoke to cadets about 

                                                               
46 Hanson to Price, NARA.  
47 CQA 53-10-142, pp. 312–15.108.  
48 See, for example, Mei Zuyan, “Meijun Y-Force zongbu he Dianxi qianxian zhihuisuo de 
yiyuan shenghuo,” BBXZ, 139–41; Guo, “Liangci yingzheng,” 19; Yang Baohuang, “Wo wei 
Meijun dang fanyi,” 56. 
49 Headquarters Memorandum, December 29, 1944; Headquarters, 14th Air Force Service 
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the meaning of the word “officer” in the title “interpreting officer.” Huang wrote 
that according to Gu, interpreters “were now majors; in the future they could be 
lieutenant colonels, colonels, major generals, and could rise all the way up to be 
commanders of group armies.” Yet once interpreters began working, few were 
promoted, none beyond the rank of honorary lieutenant colonel. 51  More 
importantly, the Chinese Army refused to allow them to wear officers’ insignia. 
Other specialists working with the Chinese military, including clerical staff and 
medics, wore insignia, as did all Chinese soldiers with the exception of privates. 
The US Army followed a similar practice, and Huang noted that the officers’ collar 
insignia worn by American nurses made GIs think twice about making sexist 
remarks. For interpreters, on the other hand, Huang wrote, “yesterday [we] were 
majors; today we are ‘Mr.’”52 In practice, as Huang realized, honorary officer rank 
only existed in the regulations of China’s War Area Service Corps and Foreign 
Affairs Bureau. “No one ever called me Captain Weng,” recalled Weng Xinjun, 
another interpreter.53  

These disappointments clashed with interpreters’ self-image. As students and 
graduates of China’s leading universities, like Lianda, they felt superior to most 
Chinese and American soldiers, who lacked similar educational pedigrees. In his 
op-ed, Interpreting Officer Wang suggested that Chongqing make interpreters 
proper military officers because they were “far better than ordinary [Chinese] 
military officers, whose knowledge of engineering, communications, and medicine 
is doubtful.”54 Yet China’s officer corps refused to treat interpreters as fellow 
officers even before Wang insulted them in the Da gong bao. Interpreters were 
thus looked down upon by men whom they regarded as inferiors. Interpreters 
hoped for more from the US Army, but this supposed model for China’s armed 
forces also failed to meet expectations. Once Yang Xianjian and his fellow 
interpreters started working with Americans, they found most to be 
“simpleminded and uncultured.”55 At the same time, interpreters discovered that 
regimented military life—full of boredom rather than glory—was far removed 
from their aspirations of being a modernizing vanguard.56  
                                                               
51 Minutes of American Representatives of Units Utilizing Interpreters, January 29, 1945, RG 
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55 Yang, “Liangnian fanyi,” 136.  
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Administrative Problems 

The Chinese government’s failure to keep the promises it made to interpreters 
added to their difficulties. Both American troops in China and scholars writing 
after the war’s end have attributed many of Chongqing’s troubles to corruption. At 
least one senior FAB official, Kunming branch director Dai Zhaoran, embezzled 
funds that should have gone to pay interpreters’ salaries.57 Yet most organizational 
problems stemmed from other sources, particularly Chongqing’s precarious 
finances and weak administrative capacity. Regardless of their source, however, 
these problems played a central and continuing role in undermining interpreters’ 
morale.  

The relatively high salaries interpreters enjoyed when Americans began arriving 
in 1942 failed to keep pace with inflation. The first interpreter cohort earned 
between CN$140 and CN$180 per month (approximately seven to nine US 
dollars at official exchange rates), which exceeded what recent college graduates 
could earn as university instructors.58 In 1942, 206 interpreters graduated from the 
training program, but recruitment dropped fifty percent in 1943, even though the 
number of American troops deployed to China increased by over 600 percent.59 
American officers blamed the shortfall on low pay and began hiring local civilians 
to do interpreter work. When government-trained interpreters discovered the pay 
discrepancy, many resigned in protest.60 Others staged strikes, which Chinese 
Army officers broke up by threatening to use force.61 The FAB finally adjusted 
salaries in early 1944 and made at least five further revisions to the pay scale before 
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the war’s end.62 It also provided various subsidies, accounting for differences in 
interpreters’ ages, marital status, and duty location.63 Inflation nevertheless eroded 
whatever gains interpreters made. Only by imposing two drafts—one of university 
students and another of English-speaking bureaucrats—was the Chinese 
government able to meet the US Army’s demand for interpreters.64  
  The FAB also struggled to pay salaries regularly, or to distribute other essentials, 
like uniforms and food, in a timely manner. American Theater Commander Joseph 
Stilwell reported in early 1943 that interpreters at Ramgarh, the main US 
Army-operated training center for Chinese troops in India, had gone months 
without pay or proper uniforms.65 Colonel Frank Dorn, who supervised the 
Army’s training programs in China, complained that “interpreters cannot keep 
their backs warm or their stomachs full on promises, they must have something 
more tangible.”66 Dorn and Stilwell repeatedly raised these issues with Chinese 
officials, to no avail. According to Weng Xinjun, a fellow interpreter hanged 
himself outside the FAB’s Kunming branch office in February 1944 after officials 
refused to pay the back salary he was owed, sparking a riot.67 A few weeks later, 
the interpreter cadets undergoing training in Kunming aired their grievances at a 
mass meeting. The training school’s two directors, both Lianda professors, warned 
US Army liaison officers that the interpreter cadets “might refuse to be assigned” if 
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problems regarding pay, uniforms, medical care, and food were not resolved.68 
Interpreters expected their work to blot out national humiliation and convince 
Americans to treat them as equals, but their own government left them cold, 
hungry and penniless, humiliating them in front of the affluent, healthy and 
well-equipped GIs. 

Only by turning over most of their administrative responsibilities to US forces 
was the Chinese government able to resolve the crisis. Starting in early 1945, the 
US Army distributed salaries, food, uniforms, and other equipment to interpreters, 
with Chongqing providing lump sum payments to the Americans to cover the 
costs.69 These problems had festered since 1942. Not only were interpreters bored, 
disrespected, and disillusioned with their mission, they also had to spend months, 
even years, suffering as a result of Chongqing’s broken promises. The Nationalist 
government had built up interpreting to practically a sacred undertaking, yet it 
struggled to provide interpreters with even the most basic necessities of life.  

Treatment at the Hands of Other Chinese 

Interpreters also suffered on account of their wartime profession. Instructors at the 
training program told cadets that longstanding Chinese wariness toward 
interpreters was now a thing of the past. They were wrong. Interpreters 
encountered mistrust and resentment when interacting with other Chinese from 
various backgrounds: soldiers, hostel workers responsible for housing and feeding 
American soldiers, laborers employed directly by the US Army, and ordinary 
civilians. Interpreters understood this experience as another betrayal. Once again, 
reality failed to meet the high expectations built up during training. But Chinese 
civilians’ and soldiers’ attitudes toward interpreters actually reflected a transcultural 
pattern inherent in wartime interpreting and translation.70 In Iraq and Afghanistan, 
or Great Britain and the United States during World War II, for example, local 
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populations regarded interpreters as outsiders, regardless of whether they were 
native or foreign born. At the same time, interpreting work has a long history of 
enabling the spread of imperialism, both in China and beyond. By moving 
between languages and societies, and thus being suspicious in situations where 
absolute loyalty is paramount, wartime interpreters, as the historian Vicente L. 
Rafael argues, “are neither native nor foreign but both at the same time . . .  
[their task] thus mired in a series of intractable and irresolvable contradictions.”71  

Since few American soldiers spoke Chinese, interpreters became the public face 
of the US military presence in China. Their status thus depended, to a large degree, 
on how other Chinese viewed the Americans.72 When China’s longstanding 
economic crisis became acute in late 1944 and early 1945, growing numbers of 
civilians looked to interpreters as middlemen who could connect them with 
American soldiers.73 While this development gave some interpreters more power 
to profit from smuggling and black market trading, others took offense at being 
viewed as “brokers or wartime compradors.” One interpreter complained in June 
1945 that, “wherever we go we meet [civilian] friends who stretch out their hands 
and ask for chewing gum or Camel [cigarettes].” And although many civilians 
looked toward GIs for an economic lifeline, the US military’s reputation in China 
reached its nadir in early 1945 as a result of widespread misconduct by American 
servicemen. Civilians lashed out at interpreters—whose position made them far 
more vulnerable than the wealthy, powerful, American GIs—calling them “false 
American soldiers” and accusing them of having “a relation with allied forces as 
masters and slaves.”74 A few months later, Perry Hanson’s report confirmed 
large-scale animosity between the two groups. Some civilian employed by the US 
Army had even tried to undermine allied trust by telling GIs that interpreters 
“were in actuality government agents paid to spy on American activities.”75  

Chinese workers at the Nationalist government-run hostels for US forces also 
resented interpreters. Huang Renlin set up China’s hostel program, which fed and 
housed American troops at the Chinese government’s expense, at the same time he 
established the interpreter program. Hostel managers, like interpreters, were 
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well-educated English speakers. Ninety-five percent had completed high school. 
While interpreters enabled American soldiers to communicate in their native 
language while serving in China, hostel workers made it possible for them to enjoy 
the American-style creature comforts they were used to: a high-protein diet that 
met US War Department standards, and spacious, heated dormitories with 
electricity and hot showers.76 So while both interpreters and hostel workers had a 
similar function in terms of making life easier for American servicemen in China, 
few Chinese outside the ranks of the country’s highest officials and wealthiest 
civilians enjoyed the comforts that hostels afforded to even the lowest-ranked 
American enlisted men. Yet when interpreters worked with American soldiers, 
they expected to be treated like American officers of equal rank.  

From the perspective of hostels workers, interpreters’ expectation betrayed a 
sense of entitlement that hostel workers—who were equally trained and 
educated—could not abide. On many occasions, hostel workers refused to house 
and feed interpreters alongside American soldiers, even though the Chinese 
government and US Army had reached an agreement requiring hostels to do so.77 
Huang Shang described one such incident in Guilin: “The Americans all had 
comfortable hot showers, food, and went to bed, each man receiving bedding and 
a pillow.” But when Huang and his colleagues asked for the same treatment, “the 
hostel worker gave us a strange look and refused . . . and we spent the night on a 
shed floor.”78 Huang took the insult in stride, but other interpreters took a stand 
against what they perceived as unequal treatment. According to American 
commander Colonel Norman McNeill, on May 4, 1944 nearly one hundred 
interpreters undergoing weapons training at the US Army-run Kunming Infantry 
Training Center “formed into an unruly mob . . . with the apparent main 
intention of doing bodily harm” to the Chinese hostel manager in an “uprising 
against the food they had been receiving in their mess hall.”79 FAB Kunming 
branch director Dai Zhaoran reported that “rioting” (baodong 暴動) over food 
broke out again on May 6, leading to intervention by a Chinese infantry regiment 
and the arrest of two interpreters, whom Dai wanted shot to death for leading the 
disturbances.80 The hostel manager, a Mr. Du, insisted that his team had prepared 
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the best food possible with the limited amount of money he had to work with.81 
Interpreters might have seen themselves as equals of American officers, but hostel 
workers saw them as fellow Chinese and thus not qualified to enjoy the privileged 
treatment reserved for allied soldiers.  

Interpreters’ also had contentious relations with Chinese soldiers, sometimes for 
the same reasons. During the Second Burma Campaign, interpreter Shen Youkang 
and his colleagues shared mess and sleeping quarters with American officers, 
allowing them to live “far better” than the division’s Chinese Army officers. Shen 
enjoyed being treated like the Americans, but the arrangement nevertheless 
poisoned interpreters’ relations with Chinese military officers during the 
campaign.82 At the same time, by framing the interpreter program as a means to 
uplift the army, the Chinese government encouraged interpreters to see soldiers as 
inferiors, an attitude that did them few favors. Many Chinese soldiers and military 
policemen sided against them during interpreters’ disputes with Chinese and US 
authorities. On the other hand, when Chinese soldiers clashed with GIs, 
interpreters found themselves in the middle of the conflict, distrusted by both 
groups. “The difference of these two tribes causes trouble for us interpreters,” 
wrote the anonymous author who penned the Guiyang op-ed in June 1945, “we 
are blamed by Chinese officers and Americans.”83 Huang Shang agreed, writing 
that whenever any trouble came up, “both sides dumped it on our shoulders.” 
However, Huang wryly noted, cases of Sino-American military success “were 
obviously the result of the Chinese and American officers’ outstanding 
contributions.”84  

Interactions with their compatriots dealt another blow to interpreters’ self-image. 
Civilians treated them like treaty port compradors, useful in doing business with 
foreigners but enablers of unequal relations with the United States once the US 
Army’s image in China began to decline. Interpreters’ association with the 
Americans also made them suspect in the eyes of hostel workers and soldiers, who 
saw them as interlopers. And while interpreters were indispensable in any 
encounter between Chinese and American servicemen, their linguistic skills made 
them vulnerable. Whenever interpreters mediated disputes between the two 
militaries, Chinese soldiers regarded them as one of their own being used against 
China.85  
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Treatment at the Hands of American Servicemen 

According to Hanson’s investigation, interpreters’ most common grievance was 
being mistreated by American servicemen. Many interpreters showed Hanson’s 
team latrines and washrooms marked “For American Personnel Only.” These 
echoes of America’s Jim Crow South made interpreters feel like second-class 
citizens in their own country. Others described being insulted by American 
enlisted men, denied timely medical treatment, or being forced to share segregated 
facilities with African-American GIs. A few of the team’s visits even coincided 
with interpreters’ strikes against alleged American abuses. For some men, 
mistreatment made the Americans eclipse the Japanese as immediate adversaries. 
Hanson’s colleague Dai Shiguang tried to console one such interpreter, who was 
especially embittered about the abuse GIs had subjected him to during his eighteen 
months’ service. “Think of all the evil the Japanese have done to our country and 
by comparison how small your grievance is,” Dai suggested. The interpreter shot 
back: “The Japanese have never harmed me personally or mistreated me, yet the 
Americans have!” Hanson sympathized with these interpreters and blamed the US 
Army for many of their difficulties, but he also thought more than a few 
interpreters were too quick to see mistreatment in instances where none existed. 
When interpreters “did not have reason to complain about one thing,” he wrote, 
“they discovered something else which did just as well.”86  

The emphasis on humiliation at the core of Chinese nationalism made 
interpreters hypersensitive to the slights and insults they encountered when dealing 
with GIs.87 They staged strikes and got into fights at numerous locations over 
perceived affronts regarding rations and latrine facilities.88 Interpreter Wu Cunya 
went straight to General Zhang Shaoxun, commander of China’s 87th Division, 
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and was granted a transfer after an American captain asked him to do guard duty 
with a few enlisted GIs. “I am a captain in the Chinese Army and cannot be put on 
par with American enlisted men,” Wu fumed.89 Another interpreter, Cai Zukang, 
told Dai Zhaoran at the FAB branch office in Kunming that Major Fred Eggers 
and men under Eggers’ command “had heaped insults on me and my country” 
before abandoning him in the mountains after he refused to help set up an 
antenna.90 Eggers dismissed Cai’s claims, telling his commander, Frank Dorn, that 
Cai refused to help because he was unwilling to “do coolie work.”91 Dorn sided 
with Eggers, noting that Cai’s attitude “was that he was on a higher intellectual 
plane than menials who might set up a radio or any other work in connection with 
training or the war effort in general. I consider him a traitor.”92 
  Americans like Dorn and Eggers saw China through a paternalistic lens. As 
director of US Army training programs in China, Dorn commanded most GIs who 
worked with interpreters. On March 4, 1943, seven months before the Eggers 
incident, Dorn sent a memo to his subordinate officers and ordered it to be read 
aloud before all the men in his command. He described interpreters as “the future 
of China.” Over the next thirty years, Dorn wrote, they would supplant the 
“power cliques, incompetent, and selfish” men who ran the country and placed 
“obstacles in the way of further American influence.” Dorn instructed soldiers to 
speak with interpreters about “American methods, living conditions” and other 
facets of life so “these young men may judge for themselves as to how our type of 
modernized civilization may be adapted to the future needs of China.”93 Dorn’s 
memo reinforced the dominant American understanding of US-China relations: 
the idea that the United States served as a benevolent and admired guide in China’s 
journey toward American-style modernity.94 But by defining interpreters as agents 
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of Americanization who would help undermine the Chinese government, Dorn’s 
vision ran counter to the Guomindang elite’s goal of using interpreters to shore up 
their own power. It also made interpreters subordinate to American soldiers and 
reinforced the average GI’s proclivity for judging interpreters by how well they 
adhered to American norms and values. Dorn’s orders thus made conflict between 
American troops and interpreters both more likely to occur and harder to resolve. 
Scholars of the Afghanistan and Iraq Wars have noted similar attitudes. Alan 
Wheatley, general secretary of the British Institute of Translating and Interpreting, 
said in 2007 that Iraqi interpreters were “one of the key factors in bringing 
democracy to these countries.”95 
  American servicemen also took it for granted that they treated interpreters and 
Chinese soldiers better than the Chinese government treated them. Time-Life 
correspondent Theodore White echoed the Army’s views when touring the 
American-run training center for Chinese forces in Ramgarh, India. Chinese 
soldiers, he wrote, “were fed for the first time in their lives as much food as he 
could stuff into their hungry bodies.”96 Meanwhile, US Army medical staff 
bragged that they provided Chinese soldiers with the best care they had ever 
received. Chinese Army-run hospitals, in contrast, were described by the CBI 
Theater’s official historians “as similar to the German extermination camps at 
Buchenwald and in Poland.”97 American officers also anointed the Chinese 
divisions trained by the US Army at Ramgarh as China’s premier fighting force.98 
Because they believed they had done so much for China, American soldiers 
expected Chinese to be grateful for Uncle Sam’s generosity. They also maintained 
a dismissive attitude toward interpreters’ complaints. So while interpreter Liang 
Jiayou became outraged when an American lieutenant responded to his protest 
about damaged rations by shouting “these rations are paid for by American 
taxpayers; you Chinese need to eat whatever we give you,” most GIs would have 
emphatically agreed with the lieutenant.99 Yet to Liang, this was just the latest 
indignity in a long line of racist abuse.  
  American soldiers were not mistaken in arguing that the US Army provided 
interpreters and Chinese soldiers with better food, medical care, or equipment than 
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Chongqing could offer, but interpreters wanted full equality. When eating US 
Army rations, interpreters saw any difference in portion, food, or distribution as 
evidence of discrimination. They even staged simultaneous strikes at three 
organizations in Kunming on June 23, 1945 after a dispute over insufficient 
silverware for interpreters at a US Army-run mess hall.100 Disparities in medical 
treatment also caused tensions. The American medical staff at the US Army’s 20th 
Field Hospital in Burma reduced the death rate from wounds among Chinese 
soldiers to an admirable 3.5 percent, but interpreters at the hospital, such as Luo 
Daren, took offense at seeing their compatriots treated in a segregated ward “that 
was more like a prison.” 101  Even uniforms became a source of righteous 
indignation. American commanders in India thought they did interpreters a favor 
by giving them second-hand US Army khakis after the Chinese government sent 
dozens of interpreters to Ramgarh without proper clothing. But interpreters 
understood the gesture as an insult. “Because Americans look down on the 
Chinese,” Zhang Zhiliang complained, “they gave us their old uniforms.”102 
From interpreters’ perspectives, food, medical care, and equipment became sources 
of stratification, mapping out an intolerable hierarchy that placed GIs above them.  
  Other misunderstandings occurred because so many American soldiers were 
unfamiliar with the regulations regarding the status and treatment of interpreters. 
Hanson noted that this was a common problem even in August 1945, after various 
US military commands in China had issued orders stipulating that GIs treat 
interpreters as officers and refrain from assigning them any task beyond interpreting. 
Americans nevertheless mistook interpreters for civilian laborers and ordered them 
to perform duties that interpreters regarded as insulting, such as sweeping floors, or 
placed them under the authority of American enlisted men, an even greater 
insult.103 Part of the fault lay with the Chinese Army for not allowing interpreters 
to identify themselves with officers’ insignia. Chinese and US authorities also made 
frequent changes to the regulations that delineated evolving US Army and Chinese 
government responsibilities vis-à-vis interpreters. And because GIs were rarely 
disciplined over disputes with interpreters, they had few incentives for keeping 
abreast of the latest rules. But whenever unfamiliarity or delays in transmitting 
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regulation changes resulted in Americans denying an interpreter something he 
believed he was entitled to, the interpreter understood it as evidence of 
anti-Chinese discrimination.  
  Some American actions were criminal or blatantly racist. Lieutenant John 
DiBaggis assaulted interpreter Hu Yimei for ignoring latrine notices reading “For 
American Use Only.” DiBaggis’s behavior, Hu wrote, “is not only an insult to me 
personally but the country as a whole.”104 Enlisted men also attacked interpreters 
who tried to enter an American mess hall in Guizhou, leading to protests from 
Chinese Army commander He Yingqin.105 Chinese commanders reported other 
assaults in China and India, with most incidents occurring in the summer of 
1945.106 These assaults stung all the worse because interpreters concluded they 
were motivated by racism.  
  Nothing angered interpreters more than when white GIs grouped them 
together with African-Americans. Republican Era Chinese intellectuals described 
blacks as inferior to all other racial groups, a people doomed to slavery and 
extermination on account of their inborn weakness and stupidity. Chinese 
textbooks popularized this view, even at the primary school level. And China’s 
most prominent eugenicist, Pan Guangdan, a firm believer in racial hierarchy, was 
one of the interpreter training program’s key administrators. As Frank Dikotter has 
shown, conceptions of racial hierarchy formed a crucial part in the construction of 
Chinese identity and nationalism.107 So when GIs forced interpreters to sit with 
African-Americans at outdoor movie theaters in India or at mess halls along the 
Burma Road, interpreters understood it as the clearest repudiation of their wartime 
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mission possible: it signaled that Americans saw Chinese not only as inferiors, but 
as equals to the world’s lowest race. Such incidents were among the only 
GI-interpreter disputes that ended in gunfire.108 In all, however, interpreters had 
fewer encounters with African Americans than white GIs because Chiang Kai-shek 
objected to the presence of African-American troops in China east of Kunming.109 
  Other mistreatment allegations were less clear-cut. Where interpreters saw 
mistreatment, American officers saw the failure to act like proper soldiers and a 
desire for special treatment, not equality. This attitude was evident in Dorn’s 
contempt for Cai Zukang. Colonel Elmer Jantz, commandant of the Ramgarh 
Motor Transport School, dismissed an interpreter strike along similar lines. The 
interpreters “appeared unwilling or unable to bear up under the hardships which 
every American officer and enlisted man of this command has had to endure,” 
Jantz wrote.110 After the May 12, 1945 strike at Kunming’s Field Artillery 
Training Center (FATC)—the largest strike of the war—FATC staff wrote than 
interpreters “considered their station to be far above that of an army officer.” The 
FATC gave them comfortable bedding and recreational facilities, but interpreters 
still “felt that they were not living in accordance with their just desserts.”111 Major 
Harry Smith, chief liaison officer for interpreter affairs, agreed, stating, “it has been 
my experience that interpreters are a lot of greedy children and resent anything 
that does not benefit them directly.”112 Disparaged as unmanly, arrogant brats, 
interpreters found no sympathy from the senior American commanders in the 
China Theater.  

Paul A. Cohen has warned scholars to avoid exaggerating Western claims about 
Chinese and Western cultural difference, but these clashing Sino-American views 
about mistreatment do illustrate a degree of cultural misunderstanding, exacerbated 
by communication problems, specific to the China Theater.113 Generals Joseph 
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Stilwell and Claire Chennault, the commanders who set the tone for the US 
Army’s organizational culture, cultivated reputations as generals who bore 
hardships alongside the men in the ranks. Without a doubt, Stilwell’s 1942 walkout 
from Burma, or at least its hagiographic portrayal in the American press, served as 
the cultural touchstone for all US forces in China. If the fifty-nine-year-old 
theater commander could slog his way on foot through the sweltering Burmese 
jungle to safety in India, then any American officer ought to be willing to get his 
hands dirty if the situation called for it. American servicemen in China applied the 
same standards to Chinese interpreters. But interpreters were trained to see 
themselves as officers who performed a specific, high-level function and existed 
outside the military. They embodied a traditional distinction between manual and 
intellectual labor, which might not have been universal in Chinese culture, but 
nevertheless dated back to at least the time of Mengzi.114 To an interpreter, who 
viewed his interaction with Americans through the lens of historical memory 
emphasizing humiliation, a request to set up an antenna was an insult; to an 
American officer, the interpreter’s refusal was an insult. Despite efforts by Chinese 
and US authorities to specify interpreters’ responsibilities, they could never agree 
on what constituted mistreatment. And as Hanson’s investigation showed, 
American commanders at the middle and lower levels were often unaware of the 
regulations governing the use of interpreters.  

Interpreters expected their work to make them architects of a larger 
transformation, creating a world where Chinese and Americans would be equals. 
Instead, they found discrimination wherever they turned. American paternalism 
and Chinese nationalism predisposed interpreters to hypersensitivity and GIs to 
arrogance. These shaky foundations made misunderstanding likely. Some 
interpreters undeniably suffered from racial discrimination, but even when disputes 
arose from confusion or equipment shortages, interpreters attributed it to 
American malice. At the same time, American commanders dismissed Chinese 
nationalism as a sham—a confidence trick used to fleece the US government.115 
As a result, they never understood the stakes interpreters attached to their 
interactions with American troops. Even Colonel John Middleton, the first 
American commander to stress the importance of respecting interpreters’ position 
by not ordering them to do manual labor or other duties beyond interpreting, 
missed the larger picture. “The Chinese temperament is such that the performance 
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of any such tasks is a mental hardship usually not felt by American personnel,” he 
wrote in March 1945.116  

Conclusion 

When Japan surrendered, interpreters could look back upon many achievements. 
They enabled the American-equipped Chinese Expeditionary Force to cooperate 
with US Army liaison officers in expelling the Japanese from northern Burma and 
western Yunnan. They facilitated the training of thirty-six Chinese Army divisions. 
The US 14th Air Force’s enviable combat record would have been impossible 
without the interpreters who translated memos and intelligence reports. American 
agents working for the dizzying array of US intelligence agencies operating in 
China never ventured into the field without interpreters by their sides. Even the 
most basic elements of on-the-ground alliance management, such as registering 
GIs at hostels or drawing up contracts with local businesses for the construction of 
US Army facilities, required interpreters. 

Operational success, however, was not enough to convince interpreters that 
they had accomplished their mission. Nearly every stakeholder in the program let 
them down. More often than not, everyday work bore little resemblance to what 
they expected. Training program instructors and senior leaders, including Chiang 
Kai-shek, built up interpreting work in a way that all but guaranteed 
disappointment. Sure enough, once they began working, interpreters found their 
duties unworthy of their position. “A common expression used,” Hanson noted in 
his August 1945 report, “was ‘any GI could do it.’”117 Chinese officials and 
intellectuals expected interpreters to uplift the country, but the government lacked 
the capacity to assist them in their task. Being fed, clothed, and paid were essential 
to being able to interpret, but in the end only the Americans could fulfill 
Chongqing’s end of the bargain. Meanwhile, in the eyes of their own countrymen, 
interpreters occupied the same place as the despised treaty port compradors and 
translators of the late Qing and early Republican eras. These blows made their 
service a demoralizing slog.  

Mistreatment at the hands of American servicemen was the hardest pill to 
swallow. Instead of uplifting the country alongside American majors and lieutenant 
colonels, interpreters were ordered around by enlisted GIs and subjected to Jim 
Crow-style segregation. For most interpreters, their efforts to master English, 
adhere to American cultural norms, and show their allies that China deserved 
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respect came to naught. But Hanson’s team did find a few exceptions. The dozen 
or so interpreters at the US Army Signal Corps School in Anshun, Guizhou lived 
together in cool, comfortable officers’ housing and experienced no discrimination. 
At the veterinary school in the same town, the commanding American officers told 
Hanson “We would have been lost without [our interpreters]; we depended on 
them for everything.”118 The interpreters at these schools also believed they were 
doing meaningful work. But as Hanson admitted, these cases were outliers, rare 
instances where everything came together: no trouble with pay, uniforms, food or 
housing; mutually respectful relations with GIs; living as equals to American 
officers without arousing the jealousy of their Chinese compatriots; and 
strengthening the Chinese Army without boredom. For this small minority, 
interpreter work actually resembled what Huang or Chiang had told them to 
expect. Most others were dissatisfied with their service and the indignities their 
allies subjected them to.  

By designating interpreters as agents of Americanization and holding them to 
American standards of soldierly conduct, US troops unwittingly aggravated 
interpreters’ sensitivities about unequal treatment. In his 1950 memoir, Two Kinds 
of Time, Graham Peck, the most capable American observer of wartime China, 
described the hubris that undermined the US approach to the China Theater. “As 
a nation,” Peck wrote, “we seem over-eager to attribute our own character to 
other countries. When we see foreigners who can speak glib American English and 
seem familiar with our ways, we assume that their minds work like ours.” Frank 
Dorn and other American soldiers thought interpreters ought to be what Peck 
described as “little replicas of them, ready and able to turn the country into an 
imitation America.” 119  Interpreters spoke English and understood American 
dinner etiquette but their vision of China’s modernization did not include junior 
partnership under the US Army’s tutelage. Yet commanders like Dorn encouraged 
GIs to think that way, fueling arrogance in a situation where interpreters 
understood any whiff of inequality as an unbearable insult, the latest indignity in a 
century of humiliation.  

The humiliation narrative at the core of Chinese nationalism caused interpreters 
to see themselves as victims whenever disputes occurred, which was often but not 
always the case. Interpreters’ concerns were not unfounded. Most GIs were at best 
paternalistic and at worst blatantly racist. Some undeniably mistreated interpreters. 
But interpreters went into the field with lofty, unrealistic expectations about what 
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their work with Americans would be like. Chinese elites also played up 
humiliation for their own ends. Ma Yuehan urged interpreters to show GIs that 
Chinese were no longer “the sick man of East Asia,” but it was actually reformers 
like Liang Qichao and Cheng Dengke, not Westerners, who used this epithet to 
criticize the Chinese people.120 In the end, interpreters enabled communication 
but not mutual understanding.  
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